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• Joseph Meets His Brothers Again
◦ The famine sends the brothers to Egypt (Gen. 42:1-5)
◦ They meet Joseph (vs. 6)

▪ They bow down to him, fulfilling his childhood dreams (vs. 6b)
• Vs. 9 says that Joseph remembered his dreams
• What is the significance of this being stated here?

◦ Joseph executes a plan to get Benjamin and Jacob to come to Egypt too
▪ Joseph knows what he's doing the whole time
▪ Some of this might be a bit of “revenge,” but more likely it is all one plan

• He forces the brothers to reveal their family situation (vs. 8-13)
• He asks for Benjamin (vs. 14-20)

◦ The brothers are convicted over their past sins against Joseph (vs. 21-22)
◦ Simeon is held as collateral (vs. 24)

• The Brothers Return Home
◦ Brothers return to Canaan

▪ Joseph adds another level to the plot by giving the brothers their money 
back along with the grain they purchased

▪ “Their hearts failed them... what is it that God has done to us?” (vs. 28)
◦ They begin explaining what has happened to Jacob (vs. 29-34)

▪ Just then, they discover the money in their bags (vs. 35)
▪ Jacob assumes the worst (vs. 36)
▪ Ruben has a bone-headed plan to make things right (vs. 37-38)

• Benjamin Comes to Egypt 
◦ They eventually have to go back because of the famine (Gen. 43:1-2)

▪ Judah offers himself as a surety for Benjamin (vs. 3-10)
• This shows a great transformation in Judah's character 
• He is offering himself as a substitutionary sacrifice (vs. 9)

▪ Jacob sends repayment and more (vs. 11-14)
◦ The brothers, along with Benjamin, return to see Joseph (vs. 15)
◦ Joseph calls for a feast and has the brothers stay at his house (vs. 16-17)

▪ The brothers are afraid, suspecting a trap (vs. 18-22)
▪ Joseph says that the money was not not his but a gift from God (vs. 23)

◦ Joseph is overcome with emotion
▪ This had happened earlier (see Gen. 42:24)
▪ “...Joseph made haste and sought somewhere to weep. And he went 

into his chamber and wept there.” (vs. 30)
◦ They eat, drink, and make merry... for now (vs. 31-34) 


